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Fact: 17 color flow cytometry has existed for 
nearly 20 years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something to think about….Since the event of the original panel in 2004, we have had a tremendous growth in the availability of fluorochrome choice.From 2004 to 2023 the largest flow cytometry panel has grown from 17 colors to 50 colors, based on this, we have been growing panels by about 2 more colors per year.



Refresher: Compensation

https://doi.org/10.1002/cyto.a.22725

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why would we want to amplify spillover if detectors are more sensitive?A better range of sensitivity in detectors means that spillover levels in challenging channels are more sensitive to cross laser excitation or “cross-talk”. While at first the idea of more sensitive cross-laser excitation seems like a bad thing, the added sensitivity in a detector means that discrete differences of troublesome dye combinations are more easily resolved.Spillover is not just from neighboring fluorophores, when we minimize the spillover in all detectors, we maximize our sensitivity.

https://doi.org/10.1002/cyto.a.22725


Example : PerCP-Cy5.5 and AF700

Filter sets for both on the A5: 710/50 (i.e. 685-735nm captured)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a tandem dye, PCP-Cy5.5, excitation of Cy5.5 is achieved at ~695 nm.  Above we can see excitation of PerCP-Cy5.5 by the red laser.  Now… you could say “PerCP-Cy5.5 is not optimally excited in this channel so it shouldn’t be a problem…. (next slide)” if you add the emission of Alexa Fluor 700 you will notice that AF700 is also quite dim.  If we consider the efficiency of the PMTs on the A5, we will appreciate their capability to resolve the two.



Example : PerCP-Cy5.5 and AF700

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a tandem dye, PCP-Cy5.5, excitation of Cy5.5 is achieved at ~695 nm.  Above we can see excitation of PerCP-Cy5.5 by the red laser.  Now… you could say “PerCP-Cy5.5 is not optimally excited in this channel so it shouldn’t be a problem…. (next slide)” if you add the emission spectra of Alexa Fluor 700 you will notice that AF700 is also quite dim.  If we consider the efficiency of the PMTs on the A5, we will appreciate their capability to resolve the two.There is another elephant in the room that I haven’t pointed out here which is the excitation of PCP-Cy5.5 by the violet laser which spills over into the BV711 channel.  I will address this later in the powerpoint.



Example : PerCP-Cy5.5 and AF700
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Presentation Notes
As we can see here using a relatively dim antigen with a somewhat challenging dye combination can easily be resolved on the A5.  PerCP-Cy5.5 is my dump channel, while AF700 is my antigen of interest.According to BD, AF700 is the dimmest fluorophore on both the A5 and S6.



Why would I want to use a cytometer with 30 
channels?

High Parameter Users:
• LSRFortessa users looking to 

expand their panels who don’t 
wish utilize spectral cytometry

Small Panel Users:
• Ease of panel design due to 

channel availability.

Everyone: Not a busy 
instrument at the 
moment.
Panel transfer to S6!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the major advantages of the A5 is the presence of 8 UV PMTs thus reducing the burden choice for the two available PMTs.  7 BUV fluorophores available from BD have been the only choice for the UV laser until recently when the starbright UV and spark UV dyes became available.  With 3 major antibody suppliers, there are now several choices of antibody clones to choose from, and if one is not available optibuild reagents from BD can do so easily in a short time frame.For current fortessa users looking to add more markers in their panel, the availability of 30 detectors makes panel expansion easy.  



High parameter panels are possible with 
conventional flow cytometry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Four years ago, users were already maxing out the A5 with suboptimal dyes… In the past four years, the addition of novel fluorophores has made high parameter cytometry much more digestible.



Conventional High Parameter Panel Design

• Traditional conventional design rules apply BUT we take advantage of 
new fluorophores with superior properties

• Unique fluorophores for both violet and UV lasers are well described 
and enable us to add several more parameters

• Choosing opposite ends of the spectrum if you know your gating 
scheme

• Titration Schemes are just as important!
• Sometimes we will need to titrate secondary and tertiary markers with 

primary markers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For current fortessa users looking to add more markers in their panel, the availability of 30 detectors makes panel expansion easy. If you need to break a panel design rule, be sure to place complementing markers on opposing ends of the spectrum The same rules of panel design for conventional cytometry apply, but we need to be stricter about our fluorophore choices.  I will try not to list all the new dyes exhaustively, but I do want to focus on some areas of panel design choices that will make your life a lot easier.We know that BV and BUV dyes work in panels, but how do we add more?The next frontier for parameter addition is the Blue and YG lasers.  The challenge is that most of the YG dyes available are also excited by the blue laser.



Consequences of Poor Fluorophore Choice

Sometimes the fluorochrome listed by the manufacturer is not always 
the best choice in high parameter panels.
Examples:
PE-dazzle594/CF594 tandems are in most cases not appropriate, AF594 
is a more suitable alternative as it has less spillover into the PE channel 
and is not excited by the blue laser, thus opening another channel.
PerCP ):
DAPI* and BV421):
Aqua viability dyes and BUV496

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A major benefit of the A5 is the number of channels on both the blue and yellow green laser, but they must be used properly. Most people will say AF594 is suboptimal in flow, but it is in fact comparable in brightness to AF700.  Another example of this type of dye use in flow is BV480 which is optimally excited at  445nm instead of 405. Beyond the example I gave, this applies to all of the blue laser channels available on the A5.  This means that using PE-Cy5, PE-Cy5.5, and PE-Cy7 fluorophores will introduce significant spillover into the blue channels making compensation a nightmare.  The way to overcome this hurdle is to use dyes with less cross laser excitation.  Thankfully, ThermoFisher has created a family of dyes with little to no excitation by the blue laser.  



PE-dazzle594 NFB-610-70S AF594
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Presentation Notes
Here we see that if we were to use YG laser detected PE-dazzle594 and blue laser-detected NFB610 in the same panel we would have to incorporate significant compensation, but if we use AF594, the spillover/crosstalk is minimized.
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Presentation Notes
On the top we can see that novel YG laser tandems are not optimally excited by the blue laser making compensation less tedious.  Here I have included AF594 instead of PE-dazzle594.  AF594 has about the same amount of percent emission as AF700.   By utilizing the PE tandem alternatives, I have opened up all of the channels on the blue laser.We can continue to use PE because there are currently no filter sets on the blue laser that capture its emission.



Example II: what not to do… 

https://doi.org/10.3389/fimmu.2019.02692

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we can see from the 29 color NK cell panel, using a fluorophore optimally excited by both the blue and yellow-green lasers in combination with a blue-only excited fluorophore in the same emission range is possible on the A5, but not a good idea.  Here we can see that all four populations could be separated, but it is not optimal.

https://doi.org/10.3389/fimmu.2019.02692


30 Color Ideal Fluorophore Choices:

SparkUV387 
(BUV395)
FVS440 (DAPI)
BUV496
BUV563
BUV615
BUV661*
BUV737**
BUV805

V Laser (405nm)UV Laser (355nm)

BV421
BV480
BV570***
BV605***
BV650*
BV711
BV750
BV786*****

BB515
NFB610-70S 
(BB630)
NFB660-40S 
(BB660)
BB700
RB744/BB755-
P****
RB780/BB790-
P****

PE
AF594 (PE-CF594)
NY660 (PE-Cy5)***
NY700 (PE-
Cy5.5)**
NY755***** (PE-
Cy7)

AF647* (APC)
APC-
R700/AF700*/**
APC-eFluor780 
(APC-H7)*****

B Laser (488nm) R Laser (637nm)YG Laser (561nm)

Parentheses indicate the channel name on the A5

Fluorophores with matching stars require more careful panel 
design choices when used in combination
NFB= Novafluor Blue
NY=Novafluor Yellow
FVS440=fixable viability stain





Questions?
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Note: S6
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